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Using x-ray spectroscopy, we demonstrate the existence of 0.3–6 keV electrons in a low-pressure,
low-power, magnetized plasma source, heated by a capacitively-coupled, external radio-frequency
(RF) antenna located at one end of an axisymmetric tandem mirror. X-ray measurements on low-
bulk-temperature, Te,b ∼ 4 eV, hydrogen, neon, argon, and gas-mixture plasmas show spectra with
high-energy tails having a near-Maxwellian form with Te,t up to 650 eV. The fast electrons producing
these x-rays have densities in the range 107 − 109 cm−3, 0.01–1% of the bulk plasma density (up
to 3 × 1011 cm−3) and so carry a significant fraction of the plasma energy. The electrons may
represent an important and undiscovered mechanism relevant to power coupling and heat flow in
similar plasma sources.

Low-temperature (Te < 10 eV) plasmas are important
due to their many applications in materials processing,[1]
illumination,[2] and spacecraft propulsion[3] as well as for
answering questions of fundamental plasma physics. RF
plasma sources[4] are commonly used for studies of wave
propagation, complex plasmas,[5] and wakefield acceler-
ation. The properties of an RF plasma are largely de-
termined by the mechanism of external power coupling.
In this letter, we report on the existence of a significant
population of keV electrons in a low-pressure, magnetized
plasma source heated by an external antenna at one end
of an axisymmetric tandem mirror. The fast electrons
are indicative of a new mechanism of power coupling that
dramatically changes the plasma properties as well as the
energy and particle fluxes in the system.

Energetic electrons in RF plasmas can cause many ef-
fects of practical importance. Fast electrons and the
concurrent large floating potentials and x-ray emission
may produce detrimental effects in semiconductor man-
ufacturing, such as surface charging, arcing, and in-
ternal defects.[6] The fast electrons can also form ion-
accelerating double-layer potential drops for propulsion
applications.[7, 8] Furthermore, fast electrons may prove
valuable in diagnosing plasma properties, including mag-
netic topology[9] and non-adiabatic effects.

We begin with a brief discussion of RF discharge
physics, with emphasis on suprathermal particles, fol-
lowed by a description of our experimental setup. We
then present x-ray spectra, count rates, time evolution,
and spatial distributions for a variety of conditions. The
paper ends with a qualitative explanation of the phe-
nomenon and a brief discussion of open questions.

The main plasma heating mechanism[10, 11] in a low-
pressure, parallel-plate RF discharge is the stochastic
heating of electrons through interactions with moving
RF sheaths, predicted and shown to heat electrons to a
few eV. For capacitively-coupled, double-saddle-antenna,
magnetized plasma sources such as ours, the electron dy-

namics are more complicated. A related moving-sheath
model was suggested, with more efficient heating because
multiple bounces can happen in one RF period due to ax-
ial or cyclotron motion.[12] Numerical models [13] often
show a bi-Maxwellian distribution, with the hotter mi-
nority population having a temperature of a few 10’s of
eV. Electrons heated by stochastic or collisional mecha-
nisms are limited to relatively low energies because the
processes transfer energy incrementally and particles are
lost or lose energy in elastic and inelastic collisions before
they can gain large amounts of energy.

Fast electrons can be created in low-temperature dis-
charges by secondary electron emission (SEE) from sur-
faces at large negative potentials. In high-pressure
RF discharges, acceleration of SEs through high-voltage
sheaths can be the dominant form of heating.[14] How-
ever, in low-pressure discharges, SEs are usually con-
sidered insignificant because they are lost before they
can interact with the plasma or gas.[15] The situation
may be more complicated when electron reflection and
magnetic effects are taken into account. A particle-in-
cell simulation showed that plasma density significantly
increased when electron reflection was considered, and
high-energy electrons (up to 200 eV) existed throughout
the plasma.[16]

Surfaces can be intentionally biased, as in DC or DC-
RF discharges, or the potential can arise due to the differ-
ence in the mobility of ions and electrons, a phenomenon
known as RF self-bias, whereby electrically floating sur-
faces near the antenna and exposed to the plasma de-
velop a negative average potential approaching the ampli-
tude of the driving voltage.[17] RF self-bias is exploited
in reactive-ion etching and was shown to be the cause
of wall heating near the antenna in a device similar to
ours.[18] Boswell and Vender[19] reported the generation
of an on-axis 1 µs-duration burst of electrons with 200
eV average energy at the initiation of helicon discharges
and attributed it to ion-impact SEE, amplified by mul-
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tipactoring between the antenna and a metal electrode
50-80 cm away.

Several groups[20] have reported the presence of static
ion- and electron-accelerating double layers in helicon
devices. One group observed an energetic ion beam,
∼ 10Te, and attributed it to a 0.1% population of 30
eV electrons in a 5 eV helicon-mode argon discharge in
the Magnetic Nozzle Experiment (MNX).[21] The exper-
iment described in this letter uses the same antenna,
plasma formation region, and magnetic nozzle as MNX,
but with added x-ray diagnostics. Measurements on the
Madison Helicon Experiment showed the presence of a
165-eV ion beam in a low-pressure, capacitively-coupled
helicon argon discharge.[22] The beam was attributed to
a drop in plasma potential from the source to the expan-
sion chamber, which they suggested was caused by RF
self-bias.[23]

Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Gas is bled
into the source end cell (SEC). At the left end of the
SEC is a double-saddle antenna driven by a 10-1000 W,
27-MHz RF power supply and wrapped around a 3.8-
cm-ID Pyrex pipe, see Figure 1c. An electrically floating
metal endplate, supporting a plasma-facing stainless steel
and tungsten cup, closes one end of the Pyrex pipe. The
other end connects to the grounded SEC vacuum vessel.
The SEC is connected through a grounded 2-cm-ID aper-
ture to the central cell (CC). The other end of the CC
is connected to the far end cell (FEC), which contains a
biasable Ta paddle. The plasma in the SEC was found
to be insensitive to modest changes downstream, so the
effects of the CC and FEC are not considered in this pa-
per. The axial magnetic field is generated by four sets
of coaxial electromagnet coils and the nozzle coils at the
ends of the CC. Locations of B-field values are denoted
by subscripts s, z = −119 cm, and n, z = ±45 cm, with
Bs ∼ 100-300 G (fce ∼ 300-800 MHz), and Bn ∼ 1000-
3000 G. The bulk plasma measured in the SEC is typical
of a magnetized, capacitive plasma source.[8] With ∼ 200
W of RF power, typical bulk parameters are: Te ≈ 4 eV;
ne ≈ 1×1010 cm−3; floating potential ≈ −20 Volts, with
the neutral density in the range 0.3 − 30 × 1013 cm−3.
The plasma potential in the SEC was inferred from probe
characteristics to be near ground.

The primary diagnostics are Amptek XR-100CR Si-
PIN diode and FAST silicon drift detector (SDD),[24] x-
ray detectors. Due to window transmission, the PIN de-
tectors have an ∼ 900 eV low energy cutoff while the SDD
cutoff is ∼ 300 eV. Detector lines-of-sight may be scanned
across the plasma using movable slits. Partial pressures
of gases were measured with a quadrupole residual gas
analyzer. Without cryopumping in the CC, H2O and
CO partial pressures were typically 10 and 5% of the
working gas. With cryopumping, the total content of all
impurity gases dropped to less than 1%. Because of the
low degree-of-ionization, < 1%, the majority of x-rays
come from electrons scattered from the nuclei of neutral

FIG. 1. a) Schematic of the experiment. b) Typical on-axis
axial field magnitude versus z. c) Source region with double-
saddle antenna.

gas molecules rather than plasma ions. For the low-Z el-
ements we consider, H, C, N, O, and Ne, the brightness
of the Bremsstrahlung for E > 1 keV is proportional to
Z2 of the nucleus, independent of the state-of-ionization.

Figure 2a) shows x-ray spectra obtained by the Si-PIN
detector from hydrogen and argon plasmas in the SEC,
corrected for the transmission efficiency of its Be window.
In both cases, significant x-ray emission occurs in the 1.0–
5.0 keV range, characterized by a ∼ 400 eV exponential
tail above 2 keV. For the argon plasma, a prominent peak
comprising two unresolved lines, Ar Kα (2.96 keV) and
Kβ (3.19 keV), appears near 3 keV. From the absolute
x-ray emission intensity, the fast electron density was es-
timated to be ∼ 4 × 107 cm−3 for energies greater than
1.9 keV, showing that ∼ 30% of this plasma’s energy is
in the fast electrons. The collision time for such electrons
is > 0.1 s, much longer than the observed time for the
discharge to reach steady-state and to decay when the
RF power is stopped. The exponential characteristic of
the tail, as opposed to the sharp cutoff expected from
a DC or sinusoidal potential source, points to the im-
portance of collisionless relaxation or stochastic heating
mechanisms. Fig. 2b) shows an SDD-obtained spectrum
with Ne plasma. The better low-energy transmission of
its window allows probing deeper into the bulk electron
energy distribution, showing that the Maxwellian char-
acteristic does extend to lower energies, which leads to
a density estimate of ∼ 109 cm−3, or ∼ 1% of the bulk
density. The SDD also allows for measurements of impu-
rity content, e.g., N and O Kα peaks at 399 and 530 eV,
respectively.

These data represent the first demonstration of the
existence of keV electrons in low-power, capacitively-
coupled, magnetized, low-temperature plasmas. We now
present data that illuminates the sources and energiza-
tion mechanisms responsible for these electrons.

When the RF power to the antenna is square-wave
modulated at 1 kHz, parameters of the discharge change
with time. Figure 2c) shows the time evolution of four
parameters. The antenna voltage, measured at its mid-
point, oscillates at 27 MHz achieving a 4 kV peak-to-peak
value in a few µs. The highest voltage point on the an-
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FIG. 2. a) X-ray spectra from H2 and Ar plasmas in the SEC, using an Si-PIN detector. b) X-ray spectrum from Ne plasma in
the SEC, using an SDD detector. The corrected spectrum was obtained by subtracting a Gaussian approximation of the neon
peak and correcting for the window transmission. The quoted electron densities refer to electrons with energies above 1.9 keV
in a), and above 250 eV in b). The fits were obtained using the Elwert approximation for the Bremsstrahlung cross-section. c)
Time evolution of the discharge, modulated at 1 kHz. H2 plasma, Prf = 400 W, Bs = 170 G, Bn = 2300 G, pcc = 0.90 mTorr.

tenna is 1.9 times higher. According to a simple model
of asymmetric self-bias from a sinusoidal driving voltage,
the wall near this point would self bias to as high as
−Vpp/2 = −3.8 kV DC[25]. Secondary electrons emitted
from the wall could gain energies up to VDC+Vpp/2 = 5.7
keV depending on the phase of the RF voltage.

Under the same conditions, the steel cup that closes
the left end of the source tube was found to float to a
mean potential of -1.2 kV, reaching that value in ∼ 10
µs. The steel cup is then also a potential source of ener-
getic secondary electrons. In contrast to the RF antenna
potential, the cup’s floating voltage shows RF oscillations
that never reach ground. Thus, unless the plasma poten-
tial near the cup is very negative, the cup must be a net
sink of fast electrons to maintain its negative charge. Af-
ter the cessation of RF power, the steel-cup voltage falls
to near ground within 10 µs.

X-ray emission in the SEC begins very soon after the
RF power is turned on, levels off within 15 µs, and decays
within 10 µs of the cessation of RF power. The x-ray
spectrum remains roughly constant over the discharge,
indicating that the high-energy tail reaches steady-state
much more quickly than the collisional equilibration time.
The plasma density in the SEC, inferred from the ion
saturation current, was approximately constant at 4 ×
1011 cm−3 during the RF pulse.

Fast electrons generated by emission from the Pyrex
pipe near the antenna should be concentrated at the edge
of the plasma column due to the magnetic field (the gyro-
radius of 1-keV electrons is 5 mm in the magnetic field
near the antenna). However, as Fig. 3a) shows, x-ray
emission is concentrated in the center of the plasma col-
umn. In addition, fast electrons originating from the
Pyrex would have their energy primarily perpendicular
to the magnetic field. Figure 3b) shows that x-ray emis-
sion in the SEC is unaffected by changes in the nozzle
field, suggesting that confinement of fast electrons at the
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FIG. 3. a) Transverse spatial scan with floating and grounded
steel cup. H2 plasma, Prf = 300 W, Bs = 220 G, Bn = 2500
G, pcc = 0.36 mTorr. b) X-ray count rate in the SEC vs. noz-
zle current. H2 plasma, Prf = 190 W, Bs = 290 G, pcc = 0.86
mTorr. H2 plasma, Prf = 300 W, Bs = 220 G, Bn = 2500
G, pcc = 0.60 mTorr. c) RF power scan showing maximum
observed x-ray energy, peak-to-peak voltage measured at the
midpoint of the antenna, x-ray count rate at 1 keV, and the
bulk ion density. H2 plasma, Bs = 170 G, Bn = 2300 G,
pcc = 0.9. d) X-ray spectra in the SEC with floating and
grounded steel cup. H2 plasma, Prf = 205 W, Bs = 180 G,
Bn = 2300 G, pcc = 0.7 mTorr.

nozzle is unaffected in this range. This is consistent with
the fast electrons having mostly perpendicular energy, so
they are almost always reflected at the nozzle and are lost
to other surfaces. However, it is also consistent with the
fast electrons having mostly parallel energy, such as those
emitted from the steel cup, which would almost always
pass through the nozzle. The density of fast electrons in
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FIG. 4. a) Steel cup floating voltage (SC) and maximum
x-ray energy vs hydrogen pressure. X-ray count rate vs. neu-
tral pressure for: b) H2 plasmas; and c) Ar plasmas. d) X-
ray spectra at three hydrogen pressures. a), b), and d): H2

plasma, Prf = 390 W, Bs = 220 G, Bn = 2500 G. c): Ar
plasma, Prf = 300 W, Bs = 200 G, Bn = 2400 G.

the CC is ∼ 10% that in the SEC, consistent with flow
through the nozzle and along the expanding field lines.
However, x-ray measurements in the CC indicate signif-
icant trapping and confinement of fast electrons in the
CC mirror, so the relatively low density of fast electrons
in the CC is consistent with particle loss to surfaces in
the source and SEC dominating loss through the nozzle.

Grounding the steel cup causes the x-ray emission in
the SEC to drop by a factor of ∼ 10, as seen in Figs.
3a) and 3d). However, the shape of the spectrum does
not change significantly, suggesting that the floating steel
cup is not essential to the fast electron generation pro-
cess. Additionally, the transverse emission profile, Fig.
3a, remains peaked on axis when the cup is grounded.
Fig 3c) shows that the maximum observed x-ray energy
correlates well with the peak-to-peak voltage at the mid-
point of the antenna, but the x-ray energy is consistently
∼ 1.5 times higher. According to the simple model of
self-bias, surfaces near the antenna will reach a peak neg-
ative voltage of −Vpp. Since the voltage at the midpoint
is roughly half of the maximum antenna voltage, it is
plausible that there are Pyrex surfaces that reach po-
tentials above the maximum observed x-ray energy. The
x-ray count rate and bulk density both smoothly increase
as the RF power increases, but the x-ray count rate in-
creases slightly faster, consistent with a rise in Te,t.

Figure 4a) shows that the average voltage of the steel
cup (SC) is also strongly correlated with the maximum
observed x-ray energy. However, the maximum voltage
the cup reaches is lower than the maximum x-ray energy,
so the high-energy tail cannot be explained by simple

emission from the cup.

Figures 4b), 4c), and 4d) show the effects on x-ray
emission of changing the CC neutral pressure. Since the
observed x-rays are predominantly produced by electron-
neutral collisions, a decrease in pressure should con-
tribute to a linear decrease in x-ray emission. However,
Fig. 4b) shows, for hydrogen plasmas, decreasing the
neutral pressure causes a steady and significant increase
in emission until the discharge is not sustainable, typi-
cally below 0.2 mTorr. Figure 4d) shows spectra for three
hydrogen pressures. The increase in emission at lower
pressure is coincident with an increase in Te,t. The case
for Ar plasmas, shown in Fig. 4c), is more complicated.
There is no smooth extended trend vs pressure as in the
case of hydrogen. For argon, x-rays are only observed
in a more limited pressure range. Below 0.1 mTorr, Ar
discharges are not sustained and above 0.6 mTorr the dis-
charge transitions to a “blue-core” helicon mode wherein
the antenna and the steel-cup voltages are significantly
lower and no x-rays are observed.

Though the nearly wall-parallel magnetic field pro-
motes the return to the Pyrex pipe of electrons emit-
ted from there, other processes can work against this.
The voltage at different points on the Pyrex inner sur-
face varies considerably because of the inductive voltage
drop along the antenna and its winding pattern. SEs that
are emitted at a less negative voltage than they see upon
return will be reflected by the sheath, while those emit-
ted at a more negative voltage will return to the surface,
likely causing significant electron-impact SEE. Electrons
that reflect from the sheath can be coherently energized,
as in the Lieberman model, as well as directed inward
to smaller radius. Additionally, there is a weak, R=1.2,
magnetic mirror shortly downstream from the antenna,
which could reflect the fast electrons depending on how
much parallel energy they gain, and a stronger, R=10,
mirror at the nozzle that would reflect almost all of the
fast electrons. Consideration of these effects, anomalous
transport, and self-consistent sheath formation may sig-
nificantly change the model predictions, so further inves-
tigation is necessary.

In summary, x-ray emission provides indisputable ev-
idence for keV electron populations in low-power, low-
temperature, magnetized, capacitive discharges. The
definitive observation of fast electrons in this system is
important and interesting because of the possibility of
large, unaccounted for effects in similar systems in re-
search and industry, as well as for the possibility that
the electrons are generated by a hitherto unappreciated
capacitive RF heating mechanism involving RF self-bias,
secondary electron emission, and a magnetic field nearly
parallel to the surface of emission. At their observed lev-
els of 0.01–1% of the bulk density, too low to be seen via
common probe diagnostics,[26] the fast electrons carry a
significant portion of the plasma energy and will signifi-
cantly affect the power balance of the system, heat flow,
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wave propagation, ionization, and excitation.
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